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Anima gate of memories soluce

Etat : Disponible Anima : Gate of Memories (PC) - post' par Delldongo le 27 mai 2016 Commentaires (0)Titre ind'pendant qui devait sortir a la fin de l'ann'e 2014, Anima : Gate of Memories sortira finalement ste sur PC, PS4 et Xbox One. C'est donc finalement le 3 juin prochain que ce titre, issu d'une s're de livres de jeu de rele, sera finalement disponible.
Noter qu'il sera 'galement possible d'y jouer sur Linux et OSX deux petits mois plus tard. Author Mikkhelian/ July 2, 2018 Guide to find all the hidden items in Anima Gate Memories: The Nameless Chronicles. I'm including all the items except Messenger Memories that are not required to get the achievement. Also, I'm including other items that, although not
required for the Immortal Collector, are either needed for the Grand Merchant (Velez Seals) or are hard to find for some people (raw). 1) Ki Soul: At the very beginning of the game, just after the first cutscene, you will see a hole on the map to the right of the tomb. Walk down the slope and the point will be on the other side, next to the water.  2) Soul Life: After
your first fight, it will be down your path and a little left, between some tombstones. After selecting it, you will cause a fight with some beam shooting red balls.  3) Fragment of Death: Only through the last collectibles, you will have to jump up the hill and go down the other side. See the extension on the map if you are having difficulty finding it. It will be next to
a small rock facing the water.  4) Fragment of life: Down the main path, after falling from the previous area. Almost impossible to miss.  5) Fragment of life: In a large room with a rock helmet shaped you have to destroy in order to progress, the item sits in the northwest corner, in the bottom half of the room, behind the tree trunks (or whatever they may be).  6)
Run: After you beat Brynhildr and break the first seal, keep going forward and up the stone stairs until you get out of the cave and reach the cliff. The enemy will start shooting at you to your left, but don't go that way just yet. Instead, take the right and go all the way to the end.  7) Jared's Amulet: After entering this area, go ahead and take left as soon as you
can. Follow the path, and this Artifact will be at the end. (Note: It's before going down the hill with the archers; if enemies start to spawn, you'll have to retreat as you've gone too far.)  8) Soul of Life: Follow the main path with the archers and turn left as soon as the path of the branches. Talk to the Unknown and he will give you this point.  9) War Core: From
previous collectibles, don't go back to the main jut path yet. Instead, continue along this side path that runs through the side of the cliff until you reach this point.  10) Ancient Sword: In the Middle of the Big where you fight Dullahan. It's very hard not to notice. 11) Fragment of life: In the room just after the previous one, in a small entrance to the right, where
you came from. 12) Fragment of life: Once you fight a decent bunch of enemies and a memory knight, go down the main path. He'll be there in plain sight. 13) Defensive core: When you move up the stone staircase from the previous collectible, pay attention to the hole to your right. You will have to go down the hill and turn right below. 14) Memento Mortis:
Right under the staircase bridge that leads to the Portal Room. In order to get it, jump on any of the pillars that rotate clockwise around the main room beneath you, and wait there while you are under the bridge and can reach this artifact with a well-directed jump. 15) The Merchant's Ring: Go to any of the big bookcases, and from there, jump again onto the
balcony that surrounds the room. The artifact is there. 16) Fragment of life: At the beginning, go down the stairs to the puzzle room and turn right. It will be next to the corridor you can later access by jumping. 17) Fragment of Death: After selecting the previous collectibles, jump to gain access to the passage with a fatal drop to the left. Keep moving a bit and
you will see a few blocks you can climb to reach that point. 18) Ki Soul: Back to the puzzle room, go up the stairs in the right corner of the southern wall. To your left will be a ledge on which you can jump twice. The item is on this ledge. 19) Fragment of the Soul: Back to the puzzle room, go down the stairs to the big room with a puzzle piece I and bypass the
pillar to the right of the stairs. 20) Slice of Life: Now go to the new room you created with the Piece I puzzle. 21) War Core: After defeating Noth, cross the big door into the next space and go left as soon as you can. It'll be at the end of the hallway. 22) Death of Anim: from the previous collectibles, walk down the corridor and you will see some stairs and in
front of you. Go up the stairs to the end and look down at the ledge below. Fall down and turn around. Here's your item. Now, its time to climb back. 23) Ki Gem: After receiving the Piece III puzzle, return to the moving block and jump to reach a series of ledges. You get the puzzle piece V, but it's not over yet. Keep jumping left and you will find this artifact at
the end of this path. 24) Soul of Life: After defeating your second Noth and setting the puzzle piece II in your place, go up the ladder you previously dropped to get a point #22. Now the staircase is completed and leads to a narrow corridor. On the right wall and above your head you will see a narrow ledge. Go for it and then look another wall for another,
above, ledge. Finally, move on to a larger, higher find this element.  25) Fragment of Death: Keep moving through this corridor until you get to the big room with a puzzle piece IV, but, instead of going down the stairs to your left, drop to the right as the item is.  26) Fragment of Life: After installing the entire puzzle in its final configuration, head to the exit
through a long, somewhat twisted bridge. The item is in plain sight in front of you, right before the fight with some Ophanim.  27) Fragment of life: Behind the statue that is just in front of you when you leave the first room in a long corridor lined with statues.  28) Seal of Rametek: In front of the wall with a magical symbol, from where the priest cries.  29)
Defensive core: Second floor, on the opposite wing, from where you first gain access to this area.  30) Erinnes Sword: Go down the stairs to the first floor, then turn right and look under the stairs, behind the statues.  31) Fragment of life: After defeating Druago, continue to move to the left. The item is on some boxes.  32) Horn Druag: Keep going left, past
three big blades, and you'll eventually find it.  33) Death of Anima: In the corner in the first room of this area, next to the zero mask.  34) Defensive Anima: On the balcony overlooking the Test Square Arena. You will have to jump twice on a wooden board that hangs from the balcony and then on the balcony itself. It's pretty hard, but it's possible.  35) Maister
Sign: Awarded for winning the 1st Maister Trial.  36) Ammulet Meistera: Awarded for winning the second trial against Meister.  37) Maister Defense: Awarded for winning maister's 3rd trial.  38) Murasam: Awarded for winning the 4th Maister Test.  39) Seal veles: In a closed area only accesible through the right door that leads to the Atrium.  40) Ki Soul: In the
corner near the fountain.  41) Anima War: On the balcony overlooking the main room.  42) Soul of Life: In a hidden slit to the left of the staircase leading to the tomb of Rametek.  43) Raw #1: In front of the statue of Rametek.  44) Defensive Anima: Behind the door from where you enter this area. To get to it, go down the first set of stairs, turn left, and pretend
that you are trying to run around the structure you just came up with. On the outside wall, you will see some protruding blocks you will have to jump on and move to reach the back of the structure.  45) Memento Thanatos: Cross the bridge on the right until you reach a room lined with blocks. The artifact is hidden behind the largest block on the right.  46)
Fragment of life: Cross the left bridge over floating platforms until you reach a room lined with blocks. The item is at the farest end of this room, in plain sight.  47) Estoc: Cross the trap-filled side corridor to the very end, right and enter the cave through a door with a liquid view, northeast corner of the map.  48) Fragment of death: Trapped filled with central
corridor, between traps.  49) Soul Fragment: In the trap-filled central corridor, turn left on the second crossing. 50) Raw #2: At the end of a long corridor that goes east of the main room.  51) Fragment of life: At the gallery that runs above the main room, just above the corridor where you got the previous point.  52) Soul of Life: Inside the 2nd room to the right
of the corridor.  53) Magus Ring: Inside the 3rd room to the right of the corridor.  54) Fragment of the soul: At the intersection in front of the blue seal of Naberius, go left.  55) Prison key: In the northernmost room of the area, behind a bookcase.  56) Sword of the Sun: Awarded gaudim in exchange for 4 raw materials.  57) Fragment of life: At the farthest end of
the main room.  58) Seal of Veles #2: In front of the statue of Naskal.  59) Ki Soul: On the roof above you at the first entrance to this area.  60) Fragment of the soul: to the right of where you start, in the open.  61) Fragment of death: Behind the first house to the right of the main path.  62) Fragment of Life: After getting the previous paragraph, go ahead a bit.
It will be to the right of the main path, between the two houses.  63) Soul of Life: Behind the second-last house on the left (the one with the bridge coming off the roof).  64) Raw #3: Inside the last house on the left.  65) Death anima: Go to the roof of the house where you got the previous item and then retreat across the bridge and kill some shade. The item is
at the end of this path.  66) Clock Chronos: Behind the last house to the right of the street, in front of the swamp area.  67) Fragment of life: Go through the tunnel behind the house you entered earlier to get #64.  68) A Tale of Heroes: Follow the path along the beach until you reach the clearing where you will encounter enemies and the Empire of Arcana.
Straight ahead, enter through the back door of the house and the artifact will be there, along with the memory.  69) Ring Ethel: There's another entrance to this clearing. Enter this second house and go to the second floor where this artifact is located.  70) Fragment of life: Just before the swamp area, next to the well, on the roof covering some barrels.  71)
Fragment of death: In the swamp area where you fight Jinn, against the stone wall to the right of the entrance.  72) Defensive core: Near the northern exit of the swamp, right next to the tree.  73) Fragment of the soul: In the marsh area, in the northwest corner.  74) Fragment of death: On the plateau to your right when you enter the area, right in front of the
slope.  75) Fragment of the soul: On the same plateau as the previous object, in the southeast corner.  76) Axe Forseti: On the plateau to the left of the launch zone, next to a dead tree.  77) Defensive core: at the end of the same plateau, on a tree From the wall you have to jump.  78) Fragment of life: Near the wall in the passage after the area of the
cemetery, in plain sight.  79) Amulet of Abbadon: To the north, at the end of a long journey with a dead end.  80) Fighter: In the main hall, behind the pillar, inside the vase you have to break.  81) Laevateinn: Get out of the main hall through another aisle and ignore the first room to your left. You will find this weapon further to your left, in front of the statue.  82)
Fragment of life: In the same aisle, but right, on your way to the beach of memories.  83) Defensive Anima: On the second floor, in one of the corners of the painting-filled room.  84) John's Heart: Follow the water line on the right until the very end. It's hidden behind the rocks.  85) Fragment of the soul: Near the exit from the area.  86) Anima War: Down the
main path, in plain sight.  87) Defensive Anima: In the first crossing, go right. It's next to the blade trap.  88) Life of Anima: In the Malakai area before you cross the puzzle on the floor. It is in a small room to the left of the entrance.  89) Soul of Life: In the area of Victor Ramse, inside the room with an elevator to the portal leading to nowhere.  90) Sign
unnamed: On the left side of the ledge you can access after discovering 3 names.  91) Thanatos Nekrom: A little further down this path, in the room you can access after discovering all 4 names.  92) Anima's life: In the middle of the road in front of you.  93) Legislator: Awarded for completing the zero mask quest and defeating it.  94) Raw #4: In the main
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